
H4: Separation of Concerns
CSE 335, Spring 2009

Due by Tuesday, February 10 at 11:59 p.m.

Objectives

1. Learn about the visitor and abstract factory patterns.

2. Perform maintenance on a set of existing classes.

Description

In the last homework assignment, you implemented a class library for representing and evaluating
arithmetic expression trees. As you were working with the classes, you may have noticed that
there was room for improvement in a couple places. For one thing, in order to add the compute
operation, you needed to modify all of the expression classes. Ideally, you would be able to add
new functionality and leave the existing classes alone. Another problem was that the client code
had to know about how all of the concrete expression classes worked in order to build an expression
tree. It would be preferable if clients could work with expressions while knowing as little as possible
about their implementation—possibly, never even having to encounter a type other than Expr. To
address these issues, we will work with two design patterns that were introduced in class: the visitor
pattern and the abstract factory pattern.

Tasks

1. Begin by creating a new branch in which to extend your expression library. Login to black
and run the following commands to clone your existing classes and add a couple new ones:

> setenv REPOS file:///user/cse335/S09/homework-repos/USERNAME
> svn copy $REPOS/branches/H3 $REPOS/branches/H4
> cd /user/cse335/S09/H4-src/
> svn import ./ $REPOS/branches/H4

Now change back into your home directory and checkout the H4 branch. You should see all
of the files you created for H3, plus files for the classes Expr Visitor, Expr Factory, and
My Expr Factory.

2. Update your makefile so that it compiles any new .cpp files and links them with the expr
executable.

3. Examine the interface file Expr Visitor.h. It defines an abstract visitor class for operating
on an expression tree. Update the expression classes from your last assignment so that they
can accept incoming visitor objects.1 If your class names deviated from the ones given in

1 Refer to the lecture notes and the Design Patterns text for help on working with the visitor pattern.
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the H3 spec, you may need to modify Expr Visitor.h a little so that all of the class names
match up.

4. Now take the compute method that you created in the last assignment and reimplement it
as a concrete visitor class.2 Your new visitor should inherit from the base Expr Visitor
class and calculate the expression’s value in the same way as the compute operation. After
being accepted by an expression, it should be possible to retrieve the calculated value with a
method named get value. Be sure that the new class files are incorporated into both your
SVN repository and your makefile.

5. Examine the contents of main.cpp. It currently still relies on the compute method and ac-
cesses the expression class constructors directly. Remove all of the code for creating and
computing the value of expressions. This should leave you with two lines of code in main,
one for creating an ostringstream object and another for calling launch display.

6. Take a look at the new class file Expr Factory.h. This file defines an abstract interface to
a factory for expression objects. For this exercise, having the factory does not do much to
simplify the creation of the expression objects. However, notice that to use the factory, a
client program only needs to know about the base Expr class. All of the concrete classes have
been hidden.

7. Go back to main.cpp. You are going to have it create an expression using the factory in-
terface. First, make sure you include Expr Factory.h and My Expr Factory.h, the latter
being the header for a concrete implementation of the factory. Declare a pointer of type
Expr Factory in main and initialize it with a new object of type My Expr Factory. Use this
factory to assemble the expression (5+7)/−3.

8. Add code to main.cpp to compute the value of this expression with your new visitor class.
Have the result printed to the graphical display.

When you have finished updating the application, tag your completed files by copying them into
file:///user/cse335/S09/homework-repos/USERNAME/tags/submission-H4. The usual cau-
tions about making sure that all of the files have been added and committed to the repository still
apply.

2 In lecture, we referred to this visitor as “EvaluateVisitor”.
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